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Company: Bayut.com

Location: Dubai

Category: healthcare-practitioners-and-technical

Description

Bayut & dubizzle have the unique distinction of being iconic, homegrown brands with a

strong presence across the seven emirates in the UAE. Connecting millions of users

across the country, we are committed to delivering the best online search experience.

As part of Dubizzle Group, we are alongside some of the strongest classifieds brands in the

market. With a collective strength of 10 brands, we have more than 200 million monthly

users that trust in our dedication to providing them with the best platform for their needs.

As our key Multimedia Specialist/ Videographer, you will be responsible for designing, filming

and editing videos to be used on multiple projects.

In This Role, You Will

Develop design briefs by gathering information and data through research

Think creatively to produce new ideas and concepts

Receive briefs and take photographs of areas, buildings, company events etc.

Edit the photographs in Photoshop/Lightroom and other software for maximum
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quality

Create a brief and an outline of footage or a shot list, script or screenplay

Assemble all raw footage

Digitally cut the files to put together the sequence of the film per brief

Create a 'rough cut' (or assembly edit) of the programme/film and determine the exact

cutting for the later stages

Reorder and fine-tune the content to ensure the logical sequencing and smooth running

of the film/video

Experiment with styles and technique including the design of graphic elements

Grade, colour and add special effects

Requirements

Bachelor's degree or certification in a similar field

3 - 5 years of experience in the same field

Advanced knowledge in about Adobe Lightroom, Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe

Premiere Pro and After Effects

Excellent communication and creative designing Skills

Must be organised, reliable, detail-oriented and able to follow up on tasks

Capable of multitasking, prioritising, managing time efficiently and meeting deadlines

Creative mind, a strong personality, and a can-do attitude

UAE Driver's licence and a car is a must

Benefits



A fast paced, high performing team.

Multicultural environment with over 50 different nationalities

Competitive Tax-free Salary

Comprehensive Health insurance

Annual Air Ticket Allowance

Employee discounts at multiple vendors across the emirates

Rewards & Recognitions

Learning & Development

Bayut & dubizzle is an equal opportunity employer. We celebrate diversity and are

committed to creating an inclusive environment for all employees.

#Bayut
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